Mini Magnetic Tracker
Feature

- Super mini size, easy to carry and hide
- Maximum 30 days working time with 3000mAh lithium polymer battery
- GSM+GPS positioning with Google map tracking
- Home alarm for safe and valuables with Motion alert built-in
- IPX7 Water-Proof design, Suit for outdoor usage
- No installation need, easy attach to any iron surface with Strong Magnet, even on the car chassis just a second
- WiFi version is an option to be selected
WiFi Option

WiFi Location
The tracker will scan the nearby WiFi router signal and get the address from the Google database.
This tracking mode works even indoor and accuracy is around 10-100 meters.

WiFi Fence
User can setup specific WiFi hotspot coverage as a fence, alert will be triggered when device enter or exit the fence.
WiFi fence comparably smaller coverage, but much better accuracy and more stable than the regular geo-fence.
Magnet Waterproof Charging Port
Be attached on the car chassis just a second

Private Detective
Can be firmly attached under the CAR

Flexible Portable
Suitable for tracking numbers of vehicles in family or company

Home Alarm
Portable security device for safe and valuables
IPX7 water-proof

Waterproof 30 mins under 1 meter water

Ublox 7

with TOP quality GPS antenna
Super Magnet
NdFeB permanent magnets

Dual CPU Design
Dual CPU watch-dog to avoid system crash
Size

Dimensions:
- Width: 42.7mm
- Height: 26.2mm
- Depth: 88.8mm
Tiny Design
Specification

- Size: 88.8*42.7*26.2mm, Weight: 133G
- GPRS: MTK 6260D
- Quad band: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz
- Antennae: Internal, GPRS Class 12
- Power: Rechargeable, 3000MAH, Lithium-Polymer Battery
- Built-in Vibration/motion sensing
- GPS: U-BLOX G7020-ST, 50 channel
- Antennae: Internal
- Position Accuracy: <5m
- Sensitivity: Tracking: (R)C161 dB, Cold starts: (R)C148 dB, Hot starts: (R)C156 dB
- Cold start: <27s, Warm Start: <5s, Hot Start: 1s
- A-GPS: AssistNow Online and AssistNow Offline services